Agenda

1. Attendance & Club Updates

2. President’s Forum Questions
The finalists for the LMC President position will be giving public forums.
   a. What questions should they be asked?
      • Each finalist has their own forum.
      • Each forum typically lasts an hour and the questions are posed by a moderator.
      • Typically the candidates are given a list of 20-25 questions, with the most important ones at the top to be sure they’re addressed.
      • The candidate decides how long of an answer to respond to the questions.
      • There is no open Q&A

3. Graduation celebration tabling decorations

4. Fund Requests: Submit Weds before the Monday meeting – anyone planning to submit a fund request this semester?

5. Club recruitment ideas – what has worked & what hasn’t?

6. Club Orientation tomorrow 4/18 @PM on the 2nd floor of the Student Union

7. ICC Meeting 5/1?
Upcoming Events

- **LMC Marketplace Experience Narrative & Opportunity Drawing (April 10th-May 1st)**
  - Marketplace participants are asked to submit a 150-word minimum written narrative of their experience at the LMC Marketplace to be entered in a drawing for an Air Fryer and other prizes.
- **Taste of the Marketplace (Thursdays, April 13-May May 18)**
  - Every Thursday in the Marketplace until the end of the semester, Marketplace participants will be given an opportunity to sample different food items regularly found in the Marketplace.
- **4/18:** APIDA watch party/Spring Mixer, 1-4:30 in SU 2nd floor lounge area
- **4/18:** Club Orientation 2-3PM in SU 2nd fl small conference room
- **4/19** from 2-4:30 Filipino Studies: Histories, Cultures, & Identities in SU 108 & 109
- **4/19 & 20** from 9-2PM: LGBTQ Summit series of small workshop streamed on the 2nd Floor
- **4/22 & 29** 10:30-1: Senior Saturdays
- **4/24-28:** Black Student Success Week (webinars 12-1 in SU231)
- **4/24 1-2:** Black Student Success Week Kickoff in SU 2nd floor lounge
  - Seeking performers
- **4/25** from 1-4:30 Asian Americans Rise Up! Know your Roots! In SU 106 & 10
- **4/25** from 12-2: Mental Health Porch talk with Dr. Maxwell – location TBD
- **4/26** 11-12:30: Sparkpoint “ABCs of Money Management” Workshop SU Conference Room
- **4/26** from 1-2:30: Black Student Success Mixer in front of Student Union
- **4/27** 12-1:15: Courageous Conversations Follow-up LGBTQ Summit
- **5/2:** Graduation Celebration
- **5/4** from 5-7PM: APIDA graduation @CCC